Depletion of Gastrin-Releasing Peptide (GRP) from Nerves in the Gastric Body of Rats with Experimental Ulcers. An Immunohistochemical Study
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Summary. A predominant population of mucosal nerves in the mammalian gastric body has been known to contain large amounts of gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP). The present immunohistochemical study demonstrates the depletion of GRP immunoreactivity from nerves in the oxyntic mucosa of rats with ulcers induced by restraint plus water immersion. Depletion of GRP occurred in a major part of the nerves after 3 h exposure to the stress, and after 6 h exposure only a few nerve fibers could be recognized. In contrast, GRP fibers in the pyloric mucosa did not decrease significantly in number in any of the stressed rats. Since the depletion of GRP immunoreactivity preceded mucosal erosion in the gastric body, the possibility is proposed that GRP released from the nerves may be related to stress-related ulceration in the stomach.

Gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP) with 27 amino acid residues was isolated from the non-antral part of the porcine stomach (McDonald et al., 1979). The carboxy-terminal region of the peptide was strikingly homologous with bombesin, a peptide with 14 amino acid residues, which was originally isolated from the skin of the frog Bombina bombina (Erspaner and Melchiorri, 1973). Radioimmunoassay studies revealed large amounts of GRP/bombesin immunoreactivity contained in the oxyntic mucosa of the stomach in mammals (Walsh et al., 1981; Yanaihara et al., 1981). The immunoreactivity for GRP/bombesin in the pyloric mucosa was one tenth, one fifth and one half as much as that in the oxyntic mucosa in dogs, pigs and rats, respectively (Dockray et al., 1979; Yanaihara, 1983).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Adult male Wistar rats (body weight about 200 g) were fasted for 24 h and stressed according to the method by Takagi et al. (1964) for producing stress ulcers. Eighteen rats were separated into six groups and exposed to the restraint plus water immersion for 0, 3, 6, 12, 18 and 24 h. Normal and stressed rats were anesthetized by sodium pentobarbital (40 mg/kg body weight) and perfused with a physiologi-
cal saline through the heart followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.3. The stomach was removed and immersed in the same fixative for an additional 6 h. After fixation, they were rinsed overnight in 30% sucrose solution at 4°C and rapidly frozen in liquid nitrogen. Sections, about 20 μm thick, were cut in a cryostat and processed for the peroxidase-antiperoxidase (PAP) method by use of an anti-GRP serum.

The anti-GRP serum, R-6902 was raised in a rabbit by injections of synthetic porcine GRP 1-27 conjugated with bovine serum albumin. The characterization of the antiserum has been described elsewhere (YANAIHARA et al., 1981). The specificity of the immunoreaction was checked by preincubation of the antiserum with synthetic peptide (10 μg/ml diluted antiserum).

RESULTS

The perfusion-fixed stomachs of normal and stressed rats were macroscopically compared (Fig. 1). The stomachs of the stressed animals were markedly shrunken as compared with those of the control rats. The longer the exposure to the stress lasted, the more marked was the shrinkage of the organ. Mucosal erosions, small irregular areas blackened by bleeding, were dispersed in the gastric body in all the stressed rats, while no gastric mucosal lesions were present in the control rats. Incidences of hemorrhagic erosions were first recognized in rats stressed for 3 h, but were still small in number and size. They increased in number and size with the time of exposure to the stress. The most severe lesions were observed during 12–24 h of exposure.

Immunostaining by use of the anti-GRP serum showed that the immunoreactivity was localized in the nerves in the rat stomach as reported previously (IWANAGA, 1983). The immunopositive nerves were most densely distributed in the oxyntic mucosa. The nerves took winding courses between the fundic glands and anastomosed into a fine network in the lamina propria (Fig. 2a). Beaded swellings, though not conspicuous, were recognizable through the nerve network. No topographic relationship was found between the GRP fibers and specific cells constituting the fundic glands (Fig. 2b). GRP-immunoreactive nerves were also abundant in the mucosa of the pyloric antrum, in which the nerves gathered around the bottom of the pyloric glands.

In the stressed rats, the GRP-immunoreactive fibers in the oxyntic mucosa conspicuously decreased in number, while those in the antral part did not show any significant decrease. After 3 h of exposure to the stress, the dense network of GRP fibers disappeared, leaving a small number of rather weakly immunostained, scattered fibers (Fig. 2c). The depletion of GRP-immunoreactivity was seen evenly throughout the oxyntic mucosa. After 6 h of exposure, the oxyntic mucosa retained only a few nerve fibers with distinct GRP immunoreactivity, whereas the pyloric mucosa and muscle layer revealed many immunoreactive fibers. The immunopositive nerves were rare in the oxyntic mucosa of the animals exposed for 12–28 h (Fig. 2d).

![Fig. 1. Macroscopic photograph showing the stomachs of control and stressed rats (3, 6, 12 h). Mucosal erosion is seen as the dot-like or linear areas blackened by bleeding. The stomachs of the stressed animals are considerably shrunken. ×1](image-url)
Fig. 2. GRP-immunoreactive nerves in the stomachs of control and stressed rats. PAP staining. In the control rat, numerous immunoreactive nerves are distributed in the lamina propria of oxyntic mucosa (a and b). They conspicuously decrease in number in rats exposed to stress for 3 h (c), and after 12 h of exposure few nerve fibers can be found (d). a, c, d: ×230; b: ×400
DISCUSSION

Previous histological studies have suggested that the GRP-containing nerves might be predominant among nerves supplying the oxyntic mucosa of mammals, including the rat (IWANAGA, 1983; IWANAGA and FUJITA, 1984). Other nerves containing peptides including VIP (vasoactive intestinal polypeptide), NPY (neuropeptide Y) and enkephalins display a minor component in the oxyntic area of the rat (IWANAGA, unpublished data). Considerable numbers of adrenergic fibers have been found in the oxyntic mucosa, but have been restricted to the blood vessels; very few fibers have been recognized between the fundic glands (IWANAGA and FUJITA, 1984). The GRP-immunoreactive nerves in the rat oxyntic mucosa essentially correspond in distribution and number to the nerves demonstrated by cholinesterase staining that likely detects not only cholinergic neurons but also some non-cholinergic neurons (IWANAGA et al., 1984). In other words, the autonomic nerves in the rat oxyntic mucosa are for the most part represented by GRP-immunoreactive fibers. Therefore, GRP-containing neurons are presumed to play an essential, if not exclusive, role in the nervous control of oxyntic mucosa in the rat.

The present study revealed that the depletion of GRP occurred in a major population of nerves after 3 h of exposure to the stress, and only a few GRP-containing fibers were present after 6 h. To our knowledge, that a bioactive peptide contained in neurons can be so markedly depleted in such a short time has not been reported. This morphological finding is compatible with the radioimmunoassay results from MATSUBAYASHI et al. (1982) on the changes in plasma GRP levels under similar experimental conditions: Plasma GRP levels in rats exposed to the stress for 5 h were elevated to about 2.5 times the normal levels, thereafter decreasing gradually.

One of the important effects of GRP is the stimulation of gastric acid secretion via gastrin release from pyloric G cells. The present study showed that the depletion of GRP from nerves in the pyloric antrum was not so marked as compared with that in the oxyntic area. In the rat, moreover, it has been claimed that GRP induces gastrin release from antral G cells, though it nevertheless does not eventually influence the release of gastric acid, differing from experimental results obtained using other mammalian species (BERTACCINI et al., 1973; TAKAGI et al., 1986; WALSH, 1987). This has been explained by that GRP might also stimulate the release of some endogenous substances inhibiting the gastric secretion, such as somatostatin (DUVAL et al., 1980). These findings suggest that the release of a large amount of GRP in the oxyntic area might be closely related to the pathogenesis of acute gastric mucosal erosions, although the direct actions of GRP upon the fundic glands remain to be elucidated.

Recent experimental and clinical studies suggest that cases of acute gastric mucosal erosion including the stress ulcers are mainly caused by ischemia in the oxyntic mucosa, but not by excess acid secretion (O'NEILL, 1970; MENGUY and MASTERS, 1974; KAMADA et al., 1982). GRP is known to cause smooth muscle contraction and also vasoconstriction (MELCHIORRI, 1978). The possibility, therefore, may exist that GRP contracts the blood vessels supplying the oxyntic mucosa, causing local ischemia. However, this idea raises a problem: the blood vessels in the lamina propria of the oxyntic mucosa densely innervated by GRP are capillaries in nature, lacking any muscles which might respond to GRP (IWANAGA et al., 1987).

Acetylcholine has been suggested to coexist with GRP in nerves in the rat oxyntic mucosa (IWANAGA et al., 1984). It seems worthwhile to mention here that acetylcholine, however, is not co-released with GRP in rats under the present stress conditions, according to our preliminary observations by cholinesterase histochemistry (to be published elsewhere). This account seems to support the possibility that stress-induced ulceration may be essentially mediated by GRP.
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